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About This Game

Dracula has summoned you to prepare his library for his coming absence. Dracula's books need to be safe for a long period of
time. Many of the ancient texts cannot be touched by mortal hands or they will be damaged beyond repair. You must use your
wand of lightning to invoke numerous spells to organize and seal the ancient tombs. Invisibility will then be cast at the end to
protect them from thieves. You have only nine counter spells that will fix running out of time for the spells but can earn more

through progress.

54 increasingly difficult levels.
Six symbol types that must be cast to properly seal the tomes.

Some variations of symbols can be figured out to shorten cast/draw times.
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Title: Dracula's Library
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
G. Malta
Publisher:
VRS
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or more recent.

Processor: 2.4 quad core or higher.

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: 1gb Non integrated card

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: If any issues running, use windows 7 compatibility mode.

English
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Refunded after an hour. Can't believe I waited half a year for this game...

My first 15 minutes was like "OH YEA THIS IS GONNA BE GREAT". Then I realized that was 90% of the game mechanics
shown in that time. Tons of potential but just no where close to want to keep playing It.

If you want to build a truck or car, head on over to CMS18, trust me.

. Kinda plops you into the game, then you start walking around with no explanation - charging the flashlights, etc like that -
point of setting up the cameras? It's more of a walking simulator where you click on everything to make sure you've picked it
up. Was boring and had no sense of direction for the most part. You have an inventory if you press I, theres a little note that
kind of tells you what to do but "I should rest" like what, rest where? do what? just seemed needlessly confusing for a horror
game.. If you have played any DROD before, you are going to love this one the most.. Although it only applies to the sniper
rifles, it looks cool. May be useful in PvP.. Great game!
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Beautiful classic jugsaw puzzle with amazing pictures, easy interface and relaxing music. Seems like pictures are unique - kudos
to devs.
Overall - best jigsaw puzzle on PC I ever seen,
10 turtle ships from 10,. " its like the aliens i fight to protect earth, but more stealth. graphics
+ music
+ physics
+ 75 lvls
+ price. I liked this game, didn't mind the challenge, and I love the graphics, the music, the vocal interjections and such. I turned
off the cursor as I thought it would just annoy me. I played for a bit, had some success, but I noticed it seemed to make moves I
wasn't doing on the mouse, that would often end up launching me off a cliff after I made progress. About 2 hours or so into
playing the game, I turned on the cursor, and I noticed the hammer doesn't keep up with my movements. It doesn't matter to me
if I'm good at the game or not, but I'll never know as the game doesn't keep up with my movements. THIS is the reason I don't
play anymore, and don't recommend this game now. I though it was me that was bad, but it's the inability of the game to keep up
with my movements. It's fun for a laugh, but I'd wait for a sale to waste money on this game. It's controls are inadequate, thus
it's you, not me, Getting Over It. Sorry.. Awesome top-down arcade\/combat racer with the visual style of Arcadia and
Geometry Wars. Also, just got a HUGE free update which gave it more levels, more music, more awesome, and
MULTIPLAYER. One of the best titles for the money :). A nice and fun puzzle game! Simple but difficult. 10\/10. this game is
really fun, and i recommend not using the VR headset it kinda gets in the way of immersing yourself in the game.. but other
than that guys it's a fun game i recommend it ... buy this game
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